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The recently licensed human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine prevents infection by
two major oncogenic HPV types. However, continued screening in vaccinated
women is necessary to prevent cancers caused by high-risk types not included in the
vaccine. In the vaccine era, there is new concern that vaccinated women will
reduce their rate of screening due to an exaggerated sense of protection from the
vaccine. Some have suggested this could paradoxically lead to an increase in the
incidence of cervical cancer. Here, we present a simple mathematical model
suggesting that this outcome is unlikely. This result applies under a wide range of
possible vaccine coverage levels and screening programme effectiveness. In
populations that currently have highly effective cervical screening programmes,
screening rates in vaccinated women have less room to fall before cervical cancer
incidence starts to increase in the vaccine era, although the required declines are
still very steep.
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Introduction
Recently introduced human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines are highly effective in
preventing infection by the predominant HPV types 16 and 18 that cause 70% of cervical
cancer cases (1). The remaining 30% of cases are caused by high-risk (oncogenic) HPV
types not included in the vaccine and which can thereby only be prevented through
continued screening (2). Cervical screening is invasive and costly and it has been argued
that screening frequencies are too high in some groups (3). However, a new concern that
has emerged in the vaccine era is that vaccinated women will reduce their frequency of
screening too much, due to an exaggerated sense of security from being vaccinated (4).
The landscape of cervical cancer prevention and treatment is changing
dramatically, not only because of the HPV vaccine but also because of new screening
technologies. Highly sensitive molecular tests for the DNA of high-risk HPV types are
quickly becoming mainstream. Maintaining annual Pap tests to detect the 30% of
cervical cancers originating from non-16/18 HPV types will likely prove inefficient in the
vaccine era. However, integrating HPV DNA testing into the cervical screening platform
can improve programme effectiveness by increasing sensitivity for detection of cervical
intraepithelial neoplasias, enabling screening for vaccine failures, and permitting longer
screening intervals (5,6).
“Policy resistance” has been defined as the “tendency for interventions to be
defeated by the system’s response to the intervention itself” (7). An outcome where
screening rates in vaccinated women drop so much that the number of cervical cancer
cases thereby created exceeds the number prevented through vaccination is an extreme
example of policy resistance. We define the “screening threshold” as the critical
screening rate at which this occurs. Being able to estimate the screening threshold would
be valuable from both public health and clinical perspectives.
Mathematical models can be used to evaluate the potential risks and benefits of
different cervical screening and HPV vaccination strategies. Numerous models have
simulated the transmission dynamics and pathogenesis of HPV as well as the impacts of
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HPV vaccination (8-18). These models have varied widely in how disease pathogenesis
and HPV type structure are represented.
A key challenge in applying mathematical models to HPV infection and cervical
screening has been the great uncertainty in the natural history of disease among different
HPV types. Most available data concerns type 16, which progresses more quickly and is
more pathogenic than other types (2,19). The parameters describing the infection risk and
progression of other HPV types have usually been inferred indirectly, often through large
curve-fitting experiments that are contingent upon the structure of the model being used.
Thus, a variety of different models concordant with currently available epidemiological
data can produce different projections because of the uncertainty in parameter values
describing HPV pathogenesis (8, 11-13,17, 20).
In the context of such large uncertainties, simple mathematical models can
provide intuitive context to the problem, or define clear thresholds that have to be
surpassed to meet public health goals (21). In the context of cervical screening in
particular, a simple model can be used to ask the fundamental question: how much can
cervical screening adherence in vaccinated women drop before the incidence of cervical
cancer will start to increase? A simple model may provide insight to this question, and—
unlike more complex models—can better clarify fundamental relationships among the
key variables that affect the screening threshold.
A potential limitation of simple models is that their simplifying assumptions can
restrict their usefulness when a “best guess” projection is needed. However, this
limitation can often be circumvented when a conservative (upper or lower bound)
estimate is all that is needed. For instance, if simpler models are known to be valid at
upper or lower credible values of certain crucial parameters it may be possible to thereby
obtain conservative (e.g. upper or lower credible) estimates of crucial thresholds. Here,
we adopt such an approach by analyzing a simple mathematical model that yields a
conservative estimate of the cervical screening threshold in vaccinated women below
which policy resistant outcomes emerge.

Mathematical model
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We model a population of women who are infected with at least one high-risk HPV type
and are thus defined to be at risk of developing cervical cancer. We suppose that H
women per year enter the at-risk population due to infection by high-risk types. The per
capita rate at which they are removed from the at-risk population through screening (and
follow-up where needed) is spre per year in the pre-vaccine era; spre is the rate of
efficacious screening, hence it is high in populations where both the rate of screening and
the quality of cytology and follow-up of abnormal results are adequate. Processes other
than screening—primarily natural clearance of infection but also mortality and benign
hysterectomies—remove women from the at-risk population at per capita rate r per year.
We suppose that a fraction f of girls are vaccinated, and that vaccination reduces
the rate at which they become infected by a factor e, where e is the realized effectiveness
of vaccination programmes for preventing infection. Therefore unvaccinated women
enter the at-risk population at rate H(1-f) and vaccinated women enter the at-risk
population at rate Hf(1-e). We suppose that new guidelines and technologies in the
vaccine era change the rate of removal through screening from spre to spost. Also, we
suppose vaccinated women change their frequency of cervical screening visits by a factor
x, such that the rate of removal from the at-risk population through screening and followup becomes x·spost. For instance, when x=0.5 vaccinated women seek screening half as
often. Therefore, a fraction (1-f) of unvaccinated women are removed through screening
at rate spost in the vaccine era, while a fraction f are removed at rate spostx. The model
equations appear in the Appendix.
If screening adherence for vaccinated women declines too much in the vaccine
era, then the size of the at-risk population could increase in the vaccine era. In the
Appendix we solve the model to show that the threshold value of x below which this
occurs is
(1)

x* = 1−

1 ⎛ spre ⎞ ⎛ r + spre ⎞
⎜1−
⎟ − e⎜
⎟.
f ⎜⎝ spost ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ spost ⎟⎠

The values of e, r, spre and f can be estimated from the literature. A recent study
€

in the United States finds a prevalence of ~1.5% for type 16, ~0.8% for type 18, and
~15.2% for any high-risk type (22). Clinical trial data indicate that the vaccine is at least
95% efficacious in preventing infection by types 16 and 18 (23). Our baseline assumption
5

is lifelong vaccine-derived immunity and no type replacement. Hence, a baseline value
for vaccine effectiveness e can be approximated as the type-specific vaccine efficacy
weighted by type prevalence, yielding e = 0.95 x (1.5 + 0.8) / 15.2 = 0.14. We note that
most other surveys have found higher type 16/18 prevalence (24), hence using the lower
type 16/18 prevalence reported in Ref. 22 can be considered conservative. The rate r is
dominated by natural clearance, which has been previously estimated as r=0.83 per year
for types 16 and 18, hence we adopt this value as our baseline estimate. The screening
rate has been estimated to be 44% per year under opportunistic screening programmes in
the United States where quality of cytology and follow-up are high. Hence, we take
spre=0.44/year under the baseline pre-vaccine “opportunistic screening” scenario (25,26)
The value of spost cannot be known, but it is reasonable to assume that spost>spre,
(5,6). Under the conservative assumption that spost=spre=s, Equation (1) reduces to
(2)

x* = 1− e

( r + s) .
s

The way that x* depends on e, r, and s in Equation (2) is visualized in Figure 1. In the
€

neighbourhood of the baseline parameter values, variation in e or r has a larger impact on
x* than variation in s. This implies that the screening threshold is significantly affected
by type 16/18 prevalence. At the baseline parameter values, we calculate x*=0.61 from
Equation (2). This means the rate at which vaccinated women seek screening would have
to drop by at least 39% before the size of the at-risk population (women infected with
high-risk HPV but not yet screened) would increase in the vaccine era.
The estimate x*=0.61 is contingent upon very specific parameter values, hence it
is neither robust nor applicable to all populations. To apply the model to a broader range
of populations, we added an “organized screening” scenario, in which spre is higher than
under the baseline “opportunistic screening” scenario (14), and a “limited screening”
scenario, in which spre is lower than the baseline, as might occur in countries where
access to cytology screening is limited, and/or where the quality of cytology and
management of abnormal cases are inadequate. The “limited screening” scenario is
relevant to low-income countries, for which cervical cancer vaccination programmes may
be on the horizon (27).
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We also carried out a probabilistic uncertainty analysis on Equation (1) to test
model robustness and understand the impact of data uncertainty. This involved defining
plausible lower and upper bounds for e, r, spre, and spost and sampling repeatedly from the
resulting intervals. We assumed e ∈ [0.09, 0.25] and r ∈ [0.5/yr, 1.5/yr] for all three
screening scenarios (see Webappendix for details). The intervals for spre differed for the
three screening scenarios and are given in Table 1. As noted above, it is reasonable to
suppose spost>spre. We obtained a value of spost from each sample of spre by multiplying
the sampled value of spre by a factor h>1, which was a random number selected from h ∈
[1.0, 1.2]. We then sampled repeatedly from these four intervals to generate 5,000
realized parameter sets; calculated x* from Equation (1) for each parameter set; and
determined the median and standard deviation of all realized values of x*. This was done
for both f=0.3 and f=0.7.
The results of the probabilistic uncertainty analysis under the three screening
scenarios appear in Table 1. In the “limited screening” scenario the median threshold is
zero for both values of f, meaning that vaccinated women could stop screening altogether
and there would not be an increase in cervical cancer incidence in the population. The
median thresholds are also relatively low in the “opportunistic” and “organized”
screening scenarios for both values of f, requiring steep declines of 49% or more in
screening adherence before policy resistance emerges. The large variability in x* across
the realizations, which is largely driven by uncertainty in parameters e and r, should be
interpreted in light of the fact that Equation (1) is a conservative (upper bound) estimate
of the true threshold, as we will attempt to establish in the Discussion section.
The median threshold increases as the pre-vaccine screening removal rate spre
increases across these three screening scenarios (this is also apparent in Figure 1b).
Hence, in populations with excellent screening programmes in the pre-vaccine era, policy
resistance emerges for smaller declines in screening adherence in the vaccine era. This
seemingly counterintuitive result reflects that fact that women in the pre-vaccine era
undergoing a high screening rate with high-quality cytology and adequate management of
abnormal cases will receive a smaller incremental reduction in cancer risk from also
having the vaccine, and therefore screening rates in the vaccine era would have to remain
high to prevent the at-risk population from growing. On the other hand, populations with
7

less effective screening programmes in the pre-vaccine era—such as many low-income
countries—would experience large benefits from the introduction of vaccination
programmes, and therefore screening rates could decline more before policy resistance
emerges.

Discussion and model extensions
This model makes a number of simplifying assumptions. For instance, it ignores type
structure, type replacement, varying pathogenicity and progression rates among types,
herd immunity, and heterogeneity in screening rates within populations. Here, we argue
that most of these assumptions have the convenient dual purpose of both simplifying the
model and ensuring that the resulting estimate of the screening threshold is conservative.
We also relax some of these assumptions in extended versions of the model to explore
how the screening threshold thereby changes.
Equation (1) provides a screening threshold when the outcome of interest is
infection by any high-risk type. Several lines of evidence suggest that the screening
threshold will be significantly lower when the outcome of interest is cervical cancer
incidence. Firstly, Equation (1) does not distinguish between pathogenicity of types.
However types 16 and 18 are more pathogenic, accounting for approximately 70% of all
cervical cancer cases despite constituting only 15% of high-risk infections (2,28).
Therefore, because the vaccine is highly efficacious against types 16 and 18, the
screening threshold when cervical cancer incidence is the outcome of interest should be
well below the screening threshold when high-risk infection is the outcome of interest.
Compensatory effects may partially close this gap. For example, the incidence of
cervical cancer due to non-16/18 types may increase as an artifact of medical
management: before vaccination, the removal of pre-cancerous lesions associated with
types 16/18 would also have removed any lesions associated with other slowerprogressing types. However, in the vaccine era, these removals will happen less often
and so lesions from other high-risk types could continue progressing (9). There is also a
theoretical possibility of type replacement, whereby non-16/18 types fill the empty
ecological niche create by removal of types 16/18 (18). (However there is lack of
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empirical evidence for this effect, and this outcome is unlikely due to the genetic
diversity of HPV types.)
For these compensatory factors to close the gap completely, the prevalence of
other high-risk types and/or their pathogenicity would have to increase enormously in the
vaccine era to make up for large difference in pathogenicity between types 16/18 and
other high-risk types. The likelihood of dramatically increased pathogenicity is low,
since reduced screening frequencies should suffice to detect lesions caused by slowerprogressing non-16/18 types, and since our analysis conservatively assumes that all highrisk types progress as quickly as type 16. This is confirmed in the Webappendix, where a
type-structured version of the model is developed for the purpose of understanding the
potential impact of these compensatory factors. For example, under a scenario where
type replacement causes a 10% increase in the prevalence of other high-risk types under
30% vaccine coverage, the percentage of infections by other high-risk types that lead to
cervical cancer must increase by 240% for the screening threshold to exceed x*=0.61.
Vaccination confers herd immunity, whereby unvaccinated members of the
population experience reduced infection risk (29). Herd immunity is neglected in
Equation (1), which further suggests that it provides an upper bound on the screening
threshold. (However, some models indicate that herd immunity effects will be limited in
the case of HPV vaccination (14)).
Equation (1) assumes that all women are screened and followed up in the same
way. However, cervical screening programmes are often characterized by significant
inequities. By comparison, school-based vaccination programmes tend to be more
equitable. In the Webappendix we develop an equity-structured model for a population
where all women have the same vaccine coverage but some women have a “low”
screening rate and the remainder have a “high” screening rate. The equity-structured
model predicts that, for a broad range of parameter values and the same average
population screening rate, the threshold x* is lower in populations with more inequity.
In summary, Equation (1) appears to provide a conservative estimate of how
much screening adherence in vaccinated women can drop before total cervical cancer
incidence in the population increases in the vaccine era. We note that the model makes
the important assumption that vaccine-derived immunity does not wane. The long-term
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duration of immunity from the HPV vaccine is currently unknown, although it does show
well-sustained protection for at least 7.5 years (30,31). Likewise, the model does not
explicitly include HPV transmission, age structure, disease natural history, or the time
delay between HPV infection and onset of invasive cervical cancer. The strength of the
model is its use of simplifying assumptions that tend to make its predictions conservative
while also yielding a simple, transparent, and easily understood model.

Conclusions
Recent surveys of attitudes are consistent with the possibility of changing screening
adherence in the vaccine era (see Webappendix for survey results) (32). Whether or not
these changes will materialize remains to be seen. The analysis we have presented
suggests that any decline in screening adherence in vaccinated women would have to be
quite severe before cervical cancer incidence would increase in the vaccine era.
However, the required decline is somewhat less steep in populations that already have a
highly effective cervical screening programme.

Appendix: Derivation of model equations
The differential equation that describes the rate of change in the population size of n atrisk women over time t is
(A1)

dn
= H − (r + spre )n ,
dt

The equilibrium size npre of the at-risk population in the pre-vaccine era is obtained by

€

solving dn/dt=0 in Equation (A1), yielding
(A2)

n pre =

H
.
r + spre

According to this equation, the number of women at risk of developing cervical cancer
increases with the infection rate H, and decreases if either the screening/follow-up rate
€
spre or the removal rate through other processes r increase. In the vaccine era, under the
assumptions of the main text, Equation (A1) becomes
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(A3)

dn
= H(1− f + f (1− e) − (r + spost (1− f + fx))n ,
dt

and the corresponding equilibrium vaccine era population size is

€ (A4)

n post =

H(1− fe)
.
r + spost (1− f + fx)

The screening threshold x* below which npost > npre (policy resistance) can be obtained by
solving npost = npre, yielding Equation (1). Note that we constrain x*>0.
€
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Figure 1: Screening threshold x* from Equation (2) under the “opportunistic screening”
scenario, as a function of (a) vaccine effectiveness e, (b) rate of removal through
screening and follow-up s, (c) rate of removal through other processes r. Arrows denote
baseline parameter values e=0.14, s=0.44/year, r=0.83/year.
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Table 1: Results of probabilistic uncertainty analysis for three screening scenarios.
“Limited screening”

“Opportunistic screening”

“Organized screening”

Parameter ranges for uncertainty analysis
Pre-vaccine screening

(0.15, 0.25)

(0.4, 0.5)

(0.70, 0.80)

removal rate spre
Simulated screening threshold x* for low vaccine coverage, f=0.3
Median

0

0.20

0.33

Range*

(0, 0.22)

(0, 0.57)

(0, 0.69)

Simulated screening threshold x* for high vaccine coverage, f=0.7
Median

0

0.38

0.51

Range*

(0, 0.30)

(0.04, 0.72)

(0.26, 0.77)

* Median +/- 2 standard deviations.
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